Center-City, Emp�y Center

Quadrangular, reticulated cities (Los Angeles, for
instance) are said to produce

a

profound uneasiness: they

offend our synesthetic sentiment of the City, which requires
that any urban space have a center to go to, to return from,
;1

complete site to dream of and in relation to which to ad

vance or retreat; in

a

word, to invent oneself. For many

reasons (historical, economic, religious, military), the West
has understood this law only too well: all its cities are con
centric; but also, in accord with the very movement of West
ern metaphysics, for which every center is the site of truth,
the center of our cities is always

full:

a marked site, it is here

that the values of civilization are gathered and condensed:
spirituality

(churches), power

(offices), money (banks),

merchandise (department stores), language (agoras: cafe�;
and promenades): to go downtown or to the center-city is to
encounter the social Htruth," to participate in the proud
plenitude of "reality."
The city I am talking about (Tokyo) offers this precious
paradox: it does possess a center, but this center is empty. The
entire city turns around a site both forbidden and indifferent,
a

residence concealed beneath foliage, protected by moats,

inhabited by an emperor who is never seen, which is to say,
literally, by no one knows who. Daily, in their rapid, ener-
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The Ci ty is

an

ideogram:

the Text continues

getic, bullet-like trajectories, the taxis avoid this circle, who s e
low

crest, the visible form of invisibility hides the sacred
the two most powerful cities of mode rnity
,

"nothing." One of
is

thereby built around an opaque ring of wal ls, streams,

trees whose own center is no more than an evap
orate d notion, subsisting here, not in order to irradiate power,
roofs, and

but to give to the entire urban m oveme n t the support of its
central emptiness, forcing the traffiL to make a perpe tual
detour. In this m anner we are told, the system of the imagi
,

nary is spread
an

circularly, by detours and returns the length of

empty subject.
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MAddress

The s tree ts of this city h ave no names. There is of
a '.,,'ritten ad dr ess but it has only a postal value, it

COUlse
refer-.;
me

,

to a plafl (by districts and by blocks, in no way geo
knowledge of which is accessible to the postman,

tric)

not

to

;

the vi:::itor: the l arge s t city in the world is practically

unclassifieJ,

the

spaces which com pose it in detail are

This do mic ilia ry obliteration seems inconvenient to
those (like us) who have been used to asserting that the most

unnamed.
practical

is always the most rational (a p rinci ple by virtue of

which the best urban toponymy would be that of numbered
streets,

as in the

United

States or in Kyoto, a Ch inese city).

Tokyo meanwhile reminds us that the rational
system

(in th i s
a

among

others.

case, the

is merely one

For there to be a mastery of the real

reality of addresses), it

suffices t h a t there

be

system, even if this system is apparently illogical, uselessly

complicated, curiously disparate: a good bricolage can not
only work for a very long tim e as we know; it can also
sa tis fy millions of inhabitants inured, furthermore, to all the
perfections of technological civilization.
Anonymity is compensated for by a ce rt ai n number of
,

expedients (at least this is how they look to us)) whose
combination for ms a system. On e can figure out the address
by a (written or printed) schema of orientation, a kind of
3,:

geographical summary WhICh situates the domicile starting
from

a

known landmark,

a

train station, for instance. (The

inhabitants excel in these impromptu drawings, where we
see b(;ing sketchtd, right un the scrap of paper,

a

street, an

apartment housc, a canal, a railroad line, a shop sign, maklOg
the exchange of addresses into

a

delicate communication in

which a life of the body, an art of the graphic gesture rec u rs :
it is always enjoyable to watch son1eone write, all the more
so to watch someone draw: from each occasion when sorne
one has given me an address in this way, I retain the gesture
of my interlocutor reversing his pencil to rub out, with the
eraser at its other end, the excessive curve of an avenue, the

intersection of

a

viaduct� though the eraser is

an

ub jecr

contrary to the graphic tradition of Japan, this gesture �till

Address book
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produced something peaceful, something caressing and

tain, as if, even in this triv i a l action, the body

"

cer

la bore d with

nl ore reserve than the mind," according to the precert of the

actor
over

Zeami; the fabrication of the address greatly prevailed

the

address itself, and, fas<.:inated, I could have hoped it

w ould take hours to give me tha t address-) You can also,
provi d ed you already know where you are going, direct your

taxi yourself, froIn street to stre et

.

And finally, you

can

request the driver to let himself be guided by the remote
visi tor to whose house you are going, by m e a n s of one

of

those huge red telephones installed i n front v f alrnost every

shop in the stre e t All this makes
.
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the

v is u a l experience

a

decisive element of your orientation: a banal enough proposi

tion with regard to the jungle or the bush, but one much less
�o with regard to

a

fflajor modern city, knowledge of which is

usually r.oanag<:d by map , guide, telephone book; in a word,
by printed culture anel nOt gestural practice. Hen;, on the
contrary, domiciliation is sustained by no abstraction; except
for the land su rv ey . it is only a pure contingency: much more
factual than legal, it ceases to assert the conjunction of an
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i den tity and a property. This city can be known only by an
activity of an ethn ographic kind: you must orient yourself in
it not by book, by address, but by walking, by sight, by habit,
by experience; here every discovery is intense and fragile, it

can b e repeated or rec overed o nly by memory of the trace it
has left in you: to visit a place for the fi rs t time is thereby to

begin to write it: the address not being written, it must
establish its own writing.

'1 he rendezvous

maybe

rired

rabun

tsukareta

impossible

I

deki nai

netai

want to

sleep

In th is enormous city, re al l y an urban territory,
the name of each district is distinct, kno\\!n, p la ced on the
rather ernpty map (the stree ts are not named ) like a ne\\'s
flash; it assumes that strongly signifying identity which
Proust, in his fashion has explored in his Place N a mes If the
,

.

neighborhood is quite limited, dense contained, terminated
,

beneath its name, it is because it has a center, b ut this center
is sp irit ually empty: usually it is

a

station.

The station, a vast organism which houses the big trains,
the urban trains, the subway, a department store, and a whole
underground commerce-the station gives the district this
landmark

which,

accordi n g to certain urbanists, permits the

city to signify, to be read. The Japanese station is crossed by
a thousan d functional trajectories, from the journey to the
purchase, from the garment to fuod: a train can open onto a
shoe stall. Dedicated to commerce, to transitiun, to d ep artu re

and

yet

kept in a unique

structure, the

,

station (moreover, is

that what this new complex should be called? ) is stripped of
that

sacred character which ordinarily qualifies the major

landmarks of our c ities: cathedrals, town halls, historical
monuments. Here the landmark is entirely prosaic; no doubt
the market is also a central site of the Western city; but in
Tokyo merchandise is in a sense undone by the station's

instability:

an incessant de p ar tur e th\"arrs

on e might say

package and

that it is only the

its concentration;

prep,l ratory subst a n c e of

that the package itself

ir.: only the

pass,

the

tht ticket

w hic h pern1its departure.

Thus each district is collected in the \oid of its station. an

empty point-of-affluence of aJI its occupations and its p l ea 
sures. This day, I decide

without any goal but
n am e . I

to

a

go to one neighborhood or ano th e r,

kind of pro longed perce pti on of it)

know that at Vena I wiII find

gro und level with

a

station filled

on its

young skiers, but whose un dergroun d

floors, extensive as a city, l i n ed with foodstalls, with bars,
populated with

on the very

bums, with travelers sleeping, talking, eating

floor

of these sordid c orr i dors, finall y fulfills

the

novelistic esse n c e of the lower depths. Qu ite close by-·but

on another day-will be another popul ous district: in the
commercial streets

of Asakusa (no cars), arched by paper

cherry blossoms, are sold brand-new clothes, comfortable and

very c hea p: heavy leather jackets (nothing .delinqu...:nt about
them), gloves edge d with black fur, very long wool s car ve s
which one throws over one shou lde r as would vilIage children

coming home from school, leather

caps,

all the gleanl;ng and

woolly gear of the good workman who must dress \varmly,

corroborated by the c om fort of the huge s tea m ing basins in
which simmers a noodle soup. And on the other side of the

im perial ring (empty, as

we

recal l )

n eighborhood: lkebukuro, workers

is still another p opu lolls
and farnlcrs, harsh and

friendly as a big mongrel dog. All these districts produce
different

ra ces , distinct bodies,

a

fa mil iar ity new each time.

To cross th e city (or to penetrate its d epth , for underground

there are whol e networks of bars, shops to which

you some

times gain access by a simple entr�'way, so that, once t h r ough

this na rr ow door, you discover, dense and sumptuous, the
black India of c omm erce and pleasure) is to t ra vel from the
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top of Japan to the bottom, to supe ri mpose on its topography
the writing of its faces. Thus each name echoes, evoking the
idea of

a

village, furnished with a population as individual as

that of a tribe, whose immense city would be the bush. This
sound of the place is that of history; for the signifying name
here is not a memory but an anamnesis, as if all Vena, all
Asakusa came to me from this old haiku (written by Basha
in the seventeenth century) :
A

c loud of blossoming cherr)! trees:

The bell. -Ueno's?
AsakllSaJs?

